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Take a look at the work of some of the top
performing graduates from a selection of the
country’s leading design colleges. Impressed?
We think you will be

• Tabitha Pethick Money
The youngest of our selection,
Tabitha Pethick Money is just
19, and joined Inchbald to study
for her diploma, fresh from taking her
A Levels at college. Her project shows a
penthouse living space, designed to
enhance views throughout. ‘I get
inspired by searching through classic
and contemporary magazines and books
as well as architects and designers, such
as Kelly Hoppen,’ she says.
tibbypethick@hotmail.com

• Joana Rodrigues
Portuguese Joana Rodrigues, 25, says she is inspired
by Andrée Putman and Anouska Hempel, and by
geometry, balance and usefulness of the space and
the objects that compose it. ‘Light, colour and
photography; these are elements that have a strong influence
on the way that I design,’ she says. She plans to return to
Portugal to develop her own interior design practice.

INCHBALD SCHOOL OF DESIGN

•

joanamfr@gmail.com

• Sophie Mills
30-year-old Sophie Mills qualified as a lawyer, before
deciding to explore a more creative route, completing
her postgraduate diploma this year. ‘I have been
inspired by those who take risks and push boundaries, who
lead you to reconsider what you think you know,’ she says.
Sophie plans to complete a part-time MA next year, while
working in the interior design industry. sophiemills@ymail.com
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• Danielle Strzelecki

• Lucy Brownlow-Smith

With a BA in photography,
Danielle Strzelecki worked as a
design assistant for a fashion
clothing brand, but chose to move in to
interior design. ‘It pulls my interest in
textiles, photography, fashion and
furniture design together,’ she says.
Now 25, she says her final project, a
business hotel, was inspired by the
architectural images of Peter Zumthor.
Having gained work placements with
United Designers and Moreysmith,
Strzelecki hopes to develop her career
in commercial interiors.

Lucy Brownlow-Smith, 24, is a
history of art graduate whose
first job as a design assistant at
Oliver Laws included working on the
initial designs for the refurbishment of
the Connaught Hotel. To increase her
interior design skills, she chose to study
for a diploma. Her final project, a retail
therapy space, is designed to bring the
natural environment into the interior.
Lucy now holds a junior interior design
position at Todhunter Earle Interiors.
l.a.brownlow-smith@hotmail.co.uk

danielleski@btinternet.com

•

THE INTERIOR DESIGN SCHOOL
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• Michael Raynaud
After 10 years as a dancer in the English National Ballet,
Michael Raynaud chose to make a radical career change
and started his interior design course. Now 29, he
designed a reception area for the Jack Daniel’s whiskey company
for his final project. His next step? ‘I look forward to using the
artistic skills of my previous life together with my studies at a
renowned design company,’ he says. raynaud2@msn.com

janepricestephens@mac.com

KLC SCHOOL OF DESIGN

After reading Paulo Coelho’s
tale about following your
dreams, The Alchemist,
Jane Price-Stephens decided it was
time to leave media strategy to take up
interior design, aged 30. ‘I love using
texture and combining organic forms
with geometric shapes,’ she says. Her
final project was to design a yacht
interior, shown here. Jane now plans to
set up her own interior design business.

•

• Jane Price-Stephens

• Nina Cook
Nina Cook worked in marketing before opting for a change
of direction. Now 28, she won a Candy and Candy student
award at KLC for a yacht interior, shown here. Graduating
with a diploma, she is now design assistant at Intarya. ‘I enjoy
working with colour and the combination of textures to create a
bespoke and luxurious interior,’ she says. cooknina@hotmail.com
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